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Motivation
Recent simulations of compressible hydrodynamic or magnetohydrodyna-
mic turbulence provide first realistic models for the structure of molecular
clouds (Padoan et al. 1998, Mac Low et al. 1998, Stone et al. 1998). For a
systematic comparison between observations and turbulence simulations the
radiative transfer problem has to be solved, translating the density, tempera-
ture, and velocity structure into maps of molecular line profiles.
The fully self-consistent approach by Juvela (1997) is computationally ve-
ry demanding and not suited to evaluate a large set of cloud models. For a
systematic comparison between numerous models and observations we de-
veloped a new efficient radiative transfer algorithm. By studying how the
properties of the turbulence simulations are reflected in the resulting mole-
cular line maps, we give rough guidelines how to deduce the true structure
of molecular clouds from molecular line observations.

The line radiative transfer problem
To compute the line intensitiesIul(~r;ν) observable from a cloud model, the
radiative transfer problem has to be solved.~n � gradIul = �κul Iul +ǫul
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The full line radiative trans-
fer problem is a system
of integro-differential equa-
tions coupling the intensity
Iul(~n;~r;ν) to the molecular le-
vel populationsni(~r).

As all quantities depend on the location~r, the direction~n, the transitionul,
and frequencyν we obtain a7-dimensional problem

The two-scale approximation for
turbulent clouds

Background� Fully selfconsistent 3-D radiative transfer computationswith a low reso-
lution take days on a supercomputer (Juvela 1997, Padoan et al. 2000).� Molecular line observations have typical calibration errors of 20 %.

The three-dimensional radiative transfer code introducedby Ossenkopf
(2002) uses acombination of two sophisticated approximationsto solve the
excitation problem:

Local LVG approximation with density gradients

In turbulent molecular clouds the line-of-sight velocity in each direction is
changed by more than the thermal line width on the scale of a few pixels.
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Remote points are radiatively decoupled.The local radiative transfer pro-
blem can be solved using local quantities only (Ossenkopf 1997).

The average isotropic field approximation

� Remote points obtain with a certain probability the same line-of-sight ve-
locity again.� The turbulent medium is isotropic on a large scales.� Only the integral over all directions and frequencies enters the radiative
excitation.

Average13CO 2–1 line profi-
les in three perpendicular di-
rections for a large-scale dri-
ven hydrodynamic model.

The long-range radiative interaction can be treated by an average isotropic
line profile added as external radiation to the local LVG approximation.

Computation of line profiles� With the excitation from the two-scale approximation, the radiative trans-
fer equation can be integrated.� Beam convolution� Additional noise

Results
Molecular line maps were computed for a large number of different isother-
mal turbulence simulations for various molecules and transitions:

Column density and13CO maps in different transitions for a large-scale driven hydrodynamic turbulence

model

12CO maps in the equivalent transitions computed for the same turbulence model

No single transition provides a good reproduction of the underlying column
density structure.The lower transitions of CO isotopes always trace the ex-
tended gas whereas the higher transitions reflect only denseshocked or col-
lapsing filaments.

Tracing the column density in molecular lines ?
Integrated CO intensities are often used to measure the cloud column density
(Meyerdierks & Heithausen 1996). We have tested this approach by compa-
ring the known structure of the cloud models with resulting line intensities.

Integrated line intensity of the
13CO 1–0 line relative to the
line-of-sight integrated LTE
emissivity as a function of
the column density in a col-
lapsing large-scale turbulence
model.

In a density range covering two orders of magnitude the13CO 1–0 line shows
an almost constant factor translating the column density into the integrated
line intensity. Thus the line is often a good density tracer,but this density
range is still very limited. Other molecules and other transitions show in
general much smaller ranges with a constant translation factor:

Integrated line intensity of the13CO 3–2 line re-
lative to the LTE intensity for the same model.

Integrated line intensity of the12CO 1–0 line re-
lative to the LTE intensity for the same model.

� For each transition, we find only alimited density range where the mole-
cular line emission is a good tracer of the total column density.� Only in few models and a narrow density range12CO and13CO are both
good tracers of the column density.� Averaged over some density rangeby a large telescope beam the lines also
appear to have a constant intensity per column density.

Gravitational collapse in molecular lines
We followed the gravitational collapse in the turbulence simulations compu-
ting the observable line profiles for each time step. The figure demonstrates
the maps after one free-falling time when 28% of the total gasmass has
turned into protostellar cores.

Column density map and13CO maps in different transitions for the turbulence model shown on the left after

one free-falling time of gravitational collapse.

All molecular line maps still look similar to the maps beforegravitational
collapse, although the column density structure has drastically changed.

The structure evolution in the ∆-variance
The ∆-variance (Stutzki et al. 1998) is a measure for the relativeamount
of structure on a certain size scale. Its spectrum shows the spatial scaling
behavior of any measured quantity.

The density structure:

Evolution of the∆-variance spectra of the co-
lumn density maps during the gravitational col-
lapse. Initially the cloud is dominated by large
scale structure (positive slope of the∆-variance).
As star-formation proceeds, more and more struc-
ture is created on small scales in the form of pro-
tostellar cores leading to an overall negative slope
of the∆-variance.

Molecular lines:

Evolution of the∆-variance spectra of the corre-
sponding13CO 2–1 maps during the collaps

Evolution of the∆-variance spectra of the corre-
sponding13CO 6–5 maps

The protostellar collapse hardly modifies the slope of the∆-variance in the
molecular line maps.It is very difficult to infer the formation of dense cores
from molecular lines.

Comparison with observations
As molecular line observations do not
reflect the complete density structure
of clouds with ongoing star-formation,
dust continuum observations are a mo-
re promising tool. We have compared
dust observations of a star-forming re-
gion with the collapse simulations dis-
cussed above.

OVRO 3mm continuum map of
a star-forming region in Serpens
from Testi & Sargent (1998)

∆-variance spectrum of the
Serpens continuum map. The
two vertical lines represent
the limits of the significant si-
ze range in the observation.

In dust continuum maps, the formation of protostellar coresappears in quan-
titative agreement with the structural signature of the gravitational collapse
in the turbulence models.

Conclusions
� Several tracers have to be observed to provide any conclusion on the cloud

structure.� No single molecular transition can follow the gravitational collapse.The
measured structure is dominated by the critical density of the transition,
not by the full density distribution of the cloud.� Typical CO observations only provide information on the large-scale dis-
tribution of low density gas, which is well recovered even from optically
thick lines.

� Maps of thedust emission or extinction are a better tracer of the overall
density structurethan molecular lines.� The information from the line profiles is, however, essential to resolve the
velocity structure.� The deduction of column densities from line intensities applying a con-
stant conversion factor will necessarily failoutside of a limited density
range. The molecular line transfer

”
hides“ all material outside of a certain

density range either by subthermal excitation or by saturation.
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